
PHY-601: Classical mechanics, UMass Amherst. HW #3: Lagrangians

Romain Vasseur

Due: Friday Oct 7 (Late homework receives 50% credit.)

I. ROPE SLIDING OFF A TABLE

A uniform flexible rope of length L, mass m, is sliding off a frictionless table-top of height much greater than L.
The initial length of the section of rope hanging off is x0. Describe the motion of the rope due to gravity using the
Lagrangian formalism.

II. KAPITZA PENDULUM

Kapitza studied in 1951 the unusual features of a rigid pendulum when its point of suspension is under a high-
frequency vertical vibration. A sufficiently fast vibration makes the top position stable, putting the pendulum in an
inverted orientation that seemingly defies gravity. The pendulum is made of a particle of mass m, suspended by a
massless rod of length ` to a point of suspension C that oscillates vertically as yc(t) = d cosωt.

1. Show that the Lagrangian of this system can be written as

L =
1

2
m`2θ̇2 +m` cos θ

(
g + ω2d cosωt

)
.

Hint: remember that the Lagrangian is not unique, and is always defined up to a total time derivative.

2. Write down the Euler-Lagrange equation of motion.

3. Let us assume that ε = d/` � 1, and a high-frequency drive ω � ω0 =
√
g/`, with the ratio εω/ω0 fixed. We

decompose θ(t) = θ0(t) + ψ(t), where ψ � θ0, but |ψ̇| ∼ ω � |θ̇0| . The angle ψ corresponds to a fast motion

with frequency of the drive ω, while θ0 is a “slow” variable. We take ψ(t) = f(θ0) cosωt, and we have ψ̈ ' −ω2ψ

since ω � |θ̇0|. Plug this decomposition into the equation of motion keeping only first order terms in ψ, and
find an expression for f(θ0) to leading order in ε and ω/ω0 to cancel out the cosωt terms.

4. Find a differential equation for the slow angle θ0(t) involving a cos2 ωt term. Over the (long) time scale over

which θ0 varies, we assume that we can replace cos2 ωt by its average. Show that θ̈0 = − d
dθ0

Veff(θ0) with

Veff = −ω2
0

(
cos θ0 −

ε2ω2

4ω2
0

sin2 θ0

)
.

5. Analyze this effective potential, and show that in some regime of parameters, θ0 = π is a stable equilibrium
position!

III. DOUBLE PENDULUM

Consider a double pendulum with equal masses m and length `: a pendulum with another identical pendulum
attached to its end. Write down the Lagrangian for this system.


